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Video 198: What If… 
by Ariel Glad, Dec. 10, 2019 

The video to this transcript can be found on our Video channel under each video, respectively: 

https://wespenrevideos.com    

    

 

WHAT IF… 

ONE EVENING, 

AN ELDERLY MAN TOLD HIS 

GRANDSON ABOUT A BATTLE THAT 

GOES ON INSIDE PEOPLE. 

HE SAID "MY SON, THE BATTLE IS 

BETWEEN TWO 'WOLVES' INSIDE US ALL. 

ONE IS EVIL. IT IS ANGER, 

ENVY, JEALOUSY, SORROW, 

REGRET, GREED, ARROGANCE, 

SELF-PITY, GUILT, RESENTMENT, 

INFERIORITY, LIES, FALSE PRIDE, 

SUPERIORITY, AND EGO. 

THE OTHER IS GOOD. 

https://wespenrevideos.com/
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IT IS JOY, PEACE, LOVE, HOPE, SERENITY, 

HUMILITY, KINDNESS, BENEVOLENCE, 

EMPATHY, GENEROSITY, 

TRUTH, COMPASSION, AND FAITH. 

THE GRANDSON THOUGHT ABOUT 

IT FOR A MINUTE AND THEN ASKED 

HIS GRANDFATHER, 

"WHICH WOLF WINS?..." 

THE OLD MAN SIMPLY REPLIED, 

"THE ONE THAT YOU FEED" 

Most of us have heard this tale of the two wolves who dwell inside us, or 

something similar. In a reality which is built upon the foundation of duality and 

polarity (these terms do not have the same meaning, by the way), it is by design 

that we are confronted with the unfortunate truth that evil exists. As soon as one 

thing is created here, its opposite or its polarity is also created. This is nature of our 

reality and the consequence of creation. Is it like this everywhere in the Greater 

Universe? We don’t know and it really isn’t relevant, because we are experiencing 

THIS reality, and this is the way things work HERE.  

We have said in past videos and articles that our construct is an inversion of an 

original design. It is a mimic or a copy of something which was created for us, as 

souls, to experience in order for the One who created us to know Herself better. 

We are direct extensions of this Source consciousness.  

We have our terms for these perspectives of consciousness such as Divine 

Feminine, with the Queen of the Stars being one of the physical manifestations or 

incarnations of this Source. It really doesn’t matter what you want to call this 

perspective from which we were created. You may call it Source, the Divine 

Feminine, God, or whatever label or name gives you the most clarity. Just 
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substitute your own word for this in place of our words while listening to or 

reading this. In the end, words are not appropriate for describing things which are 

of a higher perspective than this physical 3D reality. So, it doesn’t matter which 

words we use. What matters is that we all can agree on the point of perspective, 

and that perspective we want to meet at is the ORIGIN of us. 

The polarity which exists here in the construct is not only of the things we 

experience externally, but also as part of our design. WE are created with and 

constructed in polarity. Because the creator of this realm, not to be confused or 

combined with the original Source of creation, can not create but only mimic or 

copy what already exists, he has used this original design and added himself into it, 

in VERY much the same way that our original Source Creatrix did. He has 

mimicked Her design and has done what She did. We each have an aspect of 

original Spirit and soul as part of our make-up and we each have an aspect of the 

imposter creator, as a mimic or copy of Spirit and soul. We are dualistic by design, 

and how we choose to operate here depends upon which wolf we feed. It is a 

choice.  

How can we be sure which parts of us are Her and which parts of us are Him? We 

think this is self-explanatory, but we will summarize it the best we can.  

Exodus 34:14 For you shall worship no other God, for the Lord, whose name is 

Jealous, is a jealous God. 

Deuteronomy 4:24 For the Lord thy God is a consuming fire, even a jealous God. 

Deuteronomy 9:8 Also in Horeb ye provoked the LORD to wrath, so that the 

LORD was angry with you to have destroyed you. 

Here we have two examples of the God in the Bible possessing the qualities that 

we would associate with the Cardinal Vices or what is known more commonly as 

the Seven Deadly Sins. 
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For more evaluation on the Fruits of the Spirit vs the Cardinal Vices, please watch 

or read the “Video 143, THE BIG PICTURE SERIES PART 8 Final 

Conclusion of the Human Avatar.” 

We think we have done a fairly good job of describing how the artificial soul 

construct which is embedded into our original design is used to amplify all those 

things which we struggle to overcome; fear. When analyzing the cardinal sins, 

don’t we find fear to be the force or the vibration at the root of all those qualities? 

What then can we determine is the vibration of the true and original soul construct? 

Wouldn’t that be the force of Love? From where or from whom do we receive each 

of these aspects of our creation? Wouldn’t it be obvious that if Love is an aspect of 

our original construction, that this is given to us by our original creator? Wouldn’t 

the fear aspect of the artificially created soul construct or overlay be given to us by 

the imposter creator since he has created this aspect of our design? As much as 

people may be disappointed to hear, we have both “inside” us. While we are here, 

in this construct, we cannot just decide to get rid of the one we don’t want. It 

doesn’t work that way. As long as we are here, we will always have the choice of 

which wolf to feed. We are fortunate, however, to have this choice. There are those 

among us who only have one wolf and we don’t need to say which wolf that is. 

These “humans” are creations of this construct and ONLY this construct and 

therefore, have no connection to an “outside” original Source to which they are 

part. Unfortunately, there are also those humans among us who have only been 

feeding one wolf, and the other wolf, which would have helped them to leave this 

construct, was essentially starved.  

We find it interesting that many people want to know how they can determine if 

they are spirited or not. It’s an easy answer. Which wolf are you trying to feed? 

This is crucial to recognize because it is through this original “wolf” or vibration 

that we connect with the Greater Universe.  

Some people want to know,  

“Why doesn’t She come and save us?!”  

“Why doesn’t She take responsibility for Her creation?!”  

“Why has She abandoned us to suffer here?!” 
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What if…this process of overriding the artificial overlays and the manipulation, of 

seeing through the veil of how we are being fed upon and taking back control over 

our lives, IS the way She is saving us.  

What if… all She can do is to send a little bit MORE of what makes Her who She 

is, and what makes US what we are (since it is all the same) is the only amount of 

influence She can give, according to the universal laws which She helped to create 

which allows us to still remain firmly in the path of Freewill and choice?  

What if… all She can do is ring a quiet, distant alarm clock bell and hope that 

those who are listening close enough will hear it and wake up from their sleep? She 

is not “out there” in space somewhere, waiting to arrive in a spaceship to load us 

all up and take us away to Her Queendom and to safety. We can’t go where She is 

while still dressed in the garments that were designed for this particular party. She 

resides in a different plane, a different environment that we cannot perceive while 

wearing this suit. 

The only thing that remains of us of this connection to Her, which can never be 

changed, is our eternal core essence which She gave to us. It is what is inside of us, 

and it is our ONLY connection to Her. How do we reach Her inside of us? We 

have to dig through the layers that have been intentionally built upon Her/us. We 

have to tunnel through all the dark and ugly parts of ourselves that we have built 

on top of  Her that we think are our true nature but are not. They are the abused 

and reactive parts of us through which we are operating in this prison. They keep 

us bound and attached to our prison like the ball and chain of Stockholm 

Syndrome. We have allowed ourselves to become bonded to this perverted version 

of our original experiment.  

What if… the only thing She can do is to touch and flare that spark that is Her 

inside of you and hope that you recognize it? Not all will, of course. Some will, 

though, and some is better than none. No one is less important than another. She 

has no favorites. If ONE is all that will respond, then ONE is enough.  

Remember, our body vehicle was designed to make it difficult to connect with Her, 

intentionally. We are designed to connect with the imposter creator, so all 

experience goes to him instead. He has inserted a piece of himself inside of our 
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construction so that we search for the source of his piece. We search for him, 

instead of Her.  

“Why did I wake up when no one else around me did?” 

“Why are most people around me not interested in learning more about these 

things?” 

What if…She was calling you through the only connection to Her that remains 

unaffected by this construct and its limitations, the essence of you that is HER at 

the core of your being, and you heard or felt that subtle “ping” on your internal 

radar, so to speak?  

What if…She doesn’t choose sides, but allows us to choose for ourselves, as She 

always has. Which wolf will we feed?  

 

Consider watching this video to the final end, so you don’t miss out on our video 

miniseries about the history of humankind from the birth of our souls up until 

present time. If you missed earlier episodes, the miniseries started with Episode 1 

at the end of Video 187. There will be one episode at the end of each of our regular 

videos from hereon. Hope you’ll find these short-movies interesting! 

 

 

 

 


